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ABSTRACT In free-space optical satellite networks (FSOSNs), satellites connected via laser inter-satellite
links (LISLs), latency is a critical factor, especially for long-distance inter-continental connections. Since
satellites depend on solar panels for power supply, power consumption is also a vital factor. We investigate
the minimization of total network latency (i.e., the sum of the network latencies of all inter-continental
connections in a time slot) in a realistic model of a FSOSN, the latest version of the Starlink Phase 1 Version
3 constellation. We develop mathematical formulations of the total network latency over different LISL
ranges and different satellite transmission power constraints for multiple simultaneous inter-continental
connections. We use practical system models for calculating network latency and satellite optical link
transmission power, and we formulate the problem as a binary integer linear program. The results reveal
that, for satellite transmission power limits set at 0.5 W, 0.3 W, and 0.1 W, the average total network
latency for all five inter-continental connections studied in this work levels off at 339 ms, 361 ms, and
542 ms, respectively. Furthermore, the corresponding LISL ranges required to achieve these average total
network latency values are 4500 km, 3000 km, and 1731 km, respectively. Different limitations on satellite
transmission power exhibit varying effects on average total network latency (over 100 time slots), and they
also induce differing changes in the corresponding LISL ranges. In the absence of satellite transmission
power constraints, as the LISL range extends from the minimum feasible range of 1575 km to the maximum
feasible range of 5016 km, the average total network latency decreases from 589 ms to 311 ms.

INDEX TERMS Binary integer linear program, free-space optical satellite networks, latency, minimization,
satellite transmission power.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT years have seen a rapid development of free-
space optical satellite networks (FSOSNs) that are

realized using laser inter-satellite links (LISLs) [1], [2], [3].
Companies such as SpaceX [4], Amazon [5], and
OneWeb [6] are developing and implementing large low

Earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellations, which contain
thousands of satellites inter-connected via LISLs [7]. Since
LEO satellite networks have relatively low latency and the
capability to provide global coverage [8], [9], [10], real-
time communication services, like high-frequency trading
in financial stock exchanges around the world [11], are

c© 2023 The Authors. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 License.
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expected to use FSOSNs to satisfy low-latency requirements.
In terms of low latency, high data rate and long-distance
communication, the LEO satellite network has major advan-
tages over high orbit satellite networks, such as geostationary
Earth orbit satellite networks [1], [12]. According to [11],
for long-distance communication, when the distance between
source ground station and destination ground station is
beyond certain value, LEO satellite network shows bet-
ter latency performance comparing to terrestrial network.
In long-distance communication, such as inter-continental
connections, multiple satellites are required as relays to
complete multi-hop routing from source ground station to
destination ground station. Improving the performance of
FSOSNs, including latency and power, especially end-to-end
latency, is a challenge [13], [14].
Latency in a communications network is composed of

four kinds of delay: propagation delay, transmission delay,
processing delay and queuing delay [15]. We define node
delay to be the summation of processing delay, transmission
delay, and queuing delay. The end-to-end latency for an
inter-continental connection between a source ground station
and a destination ground station through multiple satellites
can be calculated by summing up the propagation delay
of each link in the connection and the node delay of
each satellite in the connection: this is the network latency.
We minimize network latency of the FSOSN for multiple
simultaneous inter-continental connections via mathematical
modelling.
The multi-pair shortest path problem in a network is

to compute the shortest paths for multiple specific source-
destination pairs simultaneously. In this paper, we propose
a binary integer linear program to minimize the total
network latency for multiple simultaneous inter-continental
connections that span the globe. We build the corresponding
mathematical model for total network latency and add
realistic constraints based on the characteristics of free-space
optical satellite communications. We consider satellite trans-
mission power constraints while minimizing total network
latency, since power consumption is a critical factor for LEO
satellite networks. We vary the value of the transmission
power constraints from 0 to 0.5 W to find out how
different satellite transmission power limits affect the total
network latency of multiple simultaneous inter-continental
connections.
The battery lifetime can directly determine a satellites

lifetime, so the longer the battery lasts, the longer the satellite
can function. Battery lifetime is determined by its depth of
discharge. The less power consumed by a satellite before
recharging, the less the depth of discharge of the battery, and
the longer the battery lasts. Therefore, reducing or limiting
satellite transmission power consumption is important for
enhancing a satellites lifetime by extending the life of its
battery. For calculating the satellite transmission power for
optical uplink/downlink, we consider the losses caused by
the atmosphere, including Mie scattering and geometrical
scattering [16].

In FSOSNs, each satellite has a LISL range to establish
reliable connectivity with other nearby satellites. Longer
LISL ranges mean that a satellite can connect to more other
satellites, and can use these longer connections to, e.g.,
reduce the number of satellites in a route. We study different
LISL ranges that vary from the minimum feasible LISL
range at 1575 km to the maximum feasible LISL range at
5016 km. We employ the well-known SpaceX Starlink Phase
1 Version 3 constellation [4], as it is described in SpaceX’s
FCC filings released in 2019. It has 1584 satellites and 22
orbital planes with 72 satellites in each plane. The altitude
is 550 km, and the inclination is 53◦. Based on the analysis
in [17], we take the phasing parameter value as 17 for
intra-constellation satellite collision avoidance. The Walker
constellation notation of this constellation is 53◦:1584/22/17.
We simulate this constellation based on these parameters.
We consider five different pairs of inter-continental

connections (New York–London, Mexico City–Shanghai,
Sao Paulo–Istanbul, Cape Town–Sydney, Cairo–Tokyo),
and nine different LISL ranges (1575 km, 1731 km,
2000 km, 2500 km, 3000 km, 3500 km, 4000 km, 4500 km,
5016 km). The results show that for the mathematical
formulation to minimize the total network latency (i.e.,
the sum of the network latencies of all inter-continental
connections at a time slot) without the satellite transmission
power constraints, longer LISL ranges lead to better total
network latency and the minimum total network latency
occurs when the LISL range is the maximum feasible value
of 5016 km for the Starlink Phase 1 Version 3 constellation.
When taking satellite transmission power constraints into
consideration, the results show that the average total network
latency (i.e., total network latency over 100 time slots)
levels off at different LISL ranges for different transmission
powers. For example, for a 0.5 W limit on the satellite
transmission power, the average total network latency levels
off at 339 ms when the LISL range is 4500 km or above.
It levels off at lower LISL ranges when the transmission
power constraint gets tighter. For a 0.1 W transmission power
constraint, the average total network latency levels off at
542 ms when the LISL range is 1731 km or higher.
The contributions of this work are as follows:

• A binary integer linear programming formulation for
minimizing total network latency of multiple simulta-
neous inter-continental connections in FSOSNs under
realistic constraints, including satellite transmission
power constraints.

• An investigation of the total network latency for
different simultaneous inter-continental connections at
different LISL ranges and different transmission power
constraints.

• Practical insights on managing FSOSNs, and a list of
research challenges for future work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work and motivation are discussed in Section II. Section III
presents the system model, including the network latency
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model and satellite transmission power models for optical
links. Section IV introduces the mathematical formulation
to minimize total network latency. Section V discusses the
results for network latency of an inter-continental connection
at a time slot, total network latency of all inter-continental
connections at a time slot, average network latency of
an inter-continental connection over 100 time slots, and
average total network latency over 100 time slots with and
without transmission power constraints, and provides insights
based on these results. Conclusions and future work are
summarized in Section VI.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
There are various studies that discuss multi-pair shortest
path formulations, satellite network latency minimization,
and satellite transmission power as can be seen in [10], [11],
[18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] and the references therein.
In [18], the multiple pairs shortest path (MPSP) problem

in a network is discussed. The authors introduce approaches
to compute the shortest paths for specific source-destination
pairs. They propose a new algorithm that saves computa-
tional work when compared to current solutions for MPSP
problems. Their algorithm is effective when shortest paths
between specific sets of source-destination pairs must be
repeatedly computed using different costs.
In [19], the authors introduce several integer programming

formulations for the elementary shortest path problem and
present a thorough comparison between different formu-
lations. They provide extensive computational experiments
and some analytical results, which are very helpful in
understanding and implementing an integer programming
formulation for the shortest path problem.
In [20], the authors formulate and examine the multiple

shortest path problem with path deconfliction. They mention
several formulations to model multiple source and destination
nodes while minimizing both the total distance travelled and
path conflict. They present a set of alternative penalty metrics
to inhibit path conflict between agents.
In [21], the authors discuss the power consumption

required when communicating between satellites, and they
mention that the battery’s depth of discharge is critical
during the communication period. The authors propose
several power-control approaches, and their results show that
when transmission power is reduced, less depth of discharge
is required per cycle, and longer battery lifetime can be
achieved.
In [22], the authors discuss the power management of

satellites in LEO constellations. They mention two critical
factors: controlling the satellite transmission power, and the
charge and discharge rate of the battery. They propose a
satellite discharge model and consider the power consumed
for one satellite to transmit packets and the state of charge
at the end of the discharge period to improve battery life.
This shows that the satellite transmission power can be a

crucial factor affecting satellite battery lifetime, and therefore
satellite lifetime.
In [23], the authors discussed satellite battery life and men-

tioned that, for long distance missions, the power required
per orbit determines the average charging/discharging current
for a satellite battery. To remain at long battery lifetime, the
average power demanded from a single battery cell should be
rather low. In their study, the authors examined the battery of
satellites in CubeSats with only body-mounted solar panels,
which provide approximately 2 W power generation per 1 U
side covered by solar panels. The authors noted that it is
important to consider that not all solar panels face the Sun
at the same time.
In [24], the authors mentioned that for the upcoming

satellite networks, power consumption was becoming the
major limitation as it affected the battery and thereby the
mass and lifetime of the satellite. Since on-board beam-
forming techniques are severely power-hungry, the authors
claimed that the on-board transmission power optimization
was becoming a major concern. Therefore, they implemented
techniques to reduce the satellite power consumption by
reducing the satellite transmission power.
In [25], the authors discussed that the power consumption

of the satellites during the period when the satellite is in the
shadow of the Earth places a heavy load on the satellite’s
battery and can shorten its lifetime. In addition, the authors
mentioned that the life of the battery of an LEO satellite
is also influenced by the depth of discharge. The smaller
the amount of charge required per cycle, the longer the life
of the satellite battery. Therefore, to reduce the depth of
discharge (DOD) per cycle, the satellite must control its
power consumption.
In [26], the authors introduced the mechanism of how

satellites charge and discharge in space. They mentioned that
when DoD is reduced by 15%, this doubles the battery life.
In order to reduce the power consumption in LEO satellite
network, the authors investigated approaches to power down
satellite nodes and links during the time when the network
traffic is rather low, while still guaranteeing the network
connectivity. They explored two heuristic algorithms and
evaluated heuristics on a realistic LEO topology and real
traffic matrices.
In [10], the authors investigated the network latency of

optical wireless satellite networks (OWSNs) versus optical
fiber terrestrial networks (OFTNs) for Starlink Phase 1 con-
stellation with an LISL range of 1,500 km. In so doing, they
considered three different scenarios for data communications
over long-distance inter-continental connections, including
connections from New York to Dublin, Sao Paulo to London,
and Toronto to Sydney, and they calculated the shortest
paths for these inter-continental connections. Their results
enabled them to conclude that the OWSN performed better
than the OFTN in terms of latency, and the longer the inter-
continental distance between source and destination ground
stations, the greater the improvement in latency with the
OWSN compared to the OFTN.

3016 VOLUME 4, 2023



In [11], the authors studied the crossover distance for
communicating between two points on Earth beyond which
switching or crossing over from an OFTN to an OWSN led to
lower latency data communications. They devised a crossover
function to calculate the crossover distance and examine
the crossover distance in four different scenarios. They
simulated three different OWSNs, three different OFTNs,
and three different inter-continental connections to study the
impact on latency of these networks due to different factors.
Their results indicated that the crossover distance varies in
accordance with the optical refractive index in OFTNs and
the end-to-end propagation distance and satellite altitude in
OWSNs.
In [27], the authors discuss several latency models

for end-to-end networks. They introduce the components
of the network path contributing to the total latency,
including propagation delay, transmission delay, processing
delay, and queuing delay. They also mention an end-to-
end latency model that considers inter-satellite links and
uplink/downlink.
In [28], the authors study the latency minimization of

multi-hop satellite links under maximum distance constraints.
They propose a nearest neighbor search algorithm to deter-
mine the number of hops within the path and the position
of the hops. They present numerical results to show that
the algorithm has linear complexity, and that the latency
performance of their algorithm is close to the minimum
latency in an ideal scenario.
In [29], the authors simulated Starlink Phase 1 Version 1

constellation and evaluated the satellite network’s routing
performance with that constellation. They provided an
analysis of parameters for this constellation, some insights on
the LISL connectivity between satellites in the constellation,
and the end-to-end latency properties between two ground
stations on Earth. The authors concluded that this satellite
constellation has lower latency performance through LISLs
than a terrestrial optical fiber network over end-to-end
terrestrial distances greater than about 3,000 km.
In [30], the authors investigated the low latency communi-

cation performance of large satellite constellations, including
Starlink and Kuiper. They proposed a new approach for
controlling the topology of the satellite network through
repetitive patterns, called motifs, and they studied the
latency of the satellite network based on this approach.
They evaluated the performance of Starlink and Kuiper
constellations and showed the improvements on their latency.
In [31], the authors discussed queueing and processing

delays in a network delay model. Due to the high speed
of satellites, inter-satellite links are greatly affected by
distance, environment noise, and other factors. To solve
the problems of delays and long-distance transmission, they
designed a failure probability model for inter-satellite links
that considered queuing and processing delays. The authors
mentioned the time varying topology for satellite networks
and dealt with the dynamic satellite network topology by
using a time slice partition method.

In [27], the authors discussed several latency models
for end-to-end networks. They introduced the components
of the network path contributing to the total latency,
including propagation delay, transmission delay, processing
delay, and queuing delay. They also mentioned the end-to-
end latency model that considered inter-satellite link and
uplink/downlink.
In [32], the authors mentioned the end-to-end delay,

propagation delay and network latency in FSOSNs, and
studied the effect of LISL range on network latency. They
employed the Starlink Phase 1 constellation and studied six
different LISL ranges and three different scenarios for long
distance communication. They calculated the shortest path
between the source and destination ground stations over
FSOSN and the network latency for the path. They concluded
that longer links lead to better shortest paths with lower
network latencies.
In [33], the authors discussed the importance of latency

in long haul links. They mentioned one major application
for low latency communications was high-frequency trading
and just a few microseconds of delay could lead to huge
loss. They discussed the elements of latency in the links,
including the delay for signals to get processed in the
electronics and amplifiers, and the delay introduced by
optical transmission of the signal through the link. They
claimed that the propagation delay is directly proportional
to the length of the link, and the longer the link, the greater
delay.
In [34], the authors introduced the significance of optical

inter-satellite links in LEO constellations. They mentioned
the inter-satellite links turned the satellite constellation
into a mashed network in orbit. They claimed that LISLs
were able to address the requirements and provide a size,
weight and power advantage compared to traditional radio
frequency ISLs.
To the best of our knowledge, for the first time in

the literature, we investigate a mathematical formulation to
minimize total network latency based on realistic constraints,
including satellite transmission power constraints, for the
FSOSN arising from Starlink’s Phase 1 Version 3 constel-
lation. This formulation provides accurate results while also
being able to handle multiple inter-continental connections
simultaneously, and the solution time is rather short.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
This section introduces the system model for FSOSNs,
including network latency models, and satellite transmission
power models.

A. NETWORK LATENCY MODELS
Network latency includes link latency and node latency.
As mentioned in [1], satellites demand a highly accurate
Acquisition, Tracking, and Pointing (ATP) system to estab-
lish effective and precise connections with other satellites.
This necessity arises from the narrow beam divergence of
the laser beam and the varying motion velocities of satellites
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in space. In the current configuration, the time required for
satellites to complete the ATP process, facilitating the estab-
lishment of temporary LISLs for node switching, typically
requires a few seconds. This delay can be prohibitive for
LISLs. Hence, in this study, we have opted to consider node
delay while excluding setup delay from our analysis.
The link latency is calculated as the propagation delay of

an optical link, which depends on the propagation distance
of the link, and can be expressed as:

Tlink = dprop/c, (1)

where dprop is the propagation distance of the optical link
between the transmitter and the receiver, and c is the speed
of light.
The node latency Tnode for each satellite in the FSOSN is

the sum of transmission delay, queuing delay and processing
delay. Transmission delay can be very small if the link data
rate is very high. For instance, if the link data rate is 10 Gbps
and the packet size is 1500 bytes, transmission delay is
1.2 μs, which is negligible. We assume the data rate as
10 Gbps since this is a practical link data rate for optical
satellite communications and the maximum data rate that
is offered by Mynaric’s LCT [44]. Since 1500 bytes is a
relatively large packet in satellite communication, we can
consider the transmission delay as negligible in this work.
According to [25], when the router has enough processing
capability, it can be assumed that it has approximately equal
queuing and processing delays and to simplify the operation,
the authors assume queuing delay and processing delay as
4 ms and 6 ms, respectively, in their simulations. We assume
node latency to be 10 ms for each satellite in the FSOSN
and ignore the transmission delay due to the high link data
rate.

B. SATELLITE TRANSMISSION POWER MODELS
The system models for calculating satellite transmission
power in FSOSNs include the optical inter-satellite link
transmission power model and the optical uplink/downlink
satellite transmission power model.
For an optical inter-satellite link in an FSOSN, the

transmission power PT is given by [35] as

PT = PR/(ηTηRGTGRLTLRLPS), (2)

where PT is the transmitted power in Watts, PR is the
received power in Watts, ηT is the optics efficiency of the
transmitter, ηR is the optics efficiency of the receiver, GT
is the transmitter gain, GR is the receiver gain, LT is the
transmitter pointing loss, LR is the receiver pointing loss,
and LPS is the free-space path loss for an inter-satellite link.
The transmitter gain GT in (2) is given by [36] as

GT = 16/(�T)
2, (3)

where �T is the full transmitting divergence angle in radians.
The receiver gain GR in (2) is given by [35]

GR = (DRπ/λ)2, (4)

where DR is the receiver’s telescope diameter in mm. The
transmitter pointing loss LT in (2) is given as [35]

LT = exp
(
−GT(θT)2

)
, (5)

where θT is the transmitter pointing error in radians. The
receiver pointing loss LR is given as [35]

LR = exp
(
−GR(θR)2

)
, (6)

where θR is the receiver pointing error in radians. The free-
space path loss for inter-satellite link LPS is given as [35]

LPS = (λ/4πdSS)
2, (7)

where λ is the operating wavelength in nm, and dSS is the
propagation distance between the satellites in km.
For optical uplink and downlink in an FSOSN, we

consider Mie scattering and geometrical scattering to model
atmospheric attenuation. The transmission power PT for
optical uplink and downlink is given by [37]

PT = PR/(ηTηRGTGRLTLRLALPG), (8)

where LA is the atmospheric attenuation loss, LPG is the
free-space path loss for links between ground stations and
satellites and the other parameters are as for the optical
inter-satellite link transmission power model in (2).
Mie scattering can be modeled by the following

expression [38]:

ρ = a(hE)
3 + b(hE)

2 + chE + d, (9)

where ρ is the extinction ratio, hE is the height of the ground
station in km, and a, b, c and d are the wavelength-dependent
empirical coefficients, which can be expressed as [38]

a = −0.000545λ2 + 0.002λ − 0.0038, (10)

b = 0.00628λ2 − 0.0232λ + 0.00439, (11)

c = −0.028λ2 + 0.101λ − 0.18, (12)

d = −0.228λ3 + 0.922λ2 − 1.26λ + 0.719, (13)

and the atmospheric attenuation due to Mie scattering can
be calculated as

Im = exp (−ρ/ sin(θE)), (14)

where θE is the elevation angle of the ground station in
degrees.
Geometrical scattering can be calculated through the

expression below [38]:

V = 1.002/(LWN)0.6473, (15)

where V is the visibility in km, LW is the liquid water content
in g/m−3 and N is the cloud number concentration in cm−3.
The attenuation coefficient θA can be expressed as [38]

θA = (3.91/V)(λ/550)−ϕ , (16)
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where ϕ is the particle size related coefficient given
according to Kim’s model. The atmospheric attenuation can
be expressed using the Beer-Lambert law as

Ig = exp (−θAdA), (17)

where dA is the distance of the optical beam through the
atmosphere and can be expressed as [39]

dA = (hA − hE) csc(θE), (18)

where hA is the height of the troposphere layer of atmosphere
in km, hE is the altitude of the ground station in km.

The atmospheric attenuation loss considering both Mie
scattering and geometrical scattering can then be calculated
as

LA = ImIg = exp (−ρ/ sin(θE)) exp (−θAdA). (19)

In this work, we add the satellite optical link transmission
power as a constraint to the mathematical formulation for
minimizing network latency. Thus, we need to calculate the
satellite optical link transmission power based on satellite
received power, PR, which can be calculated based on link
margin, LM, and satellite receiver sensitivity, Preq, through
the following equation [39]:

PR = LM × Preq. (20)

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We are interested in minimizing the total network latency
of FSOSNs for multiple simultaneous inter-continental
connections under realistic constraints, including satellite
transmission power constraints. We use a binary integer
programming formulation.

A. INPUTS
For the inputs of the formulation, let

• S be the set of source ground stations, where sk is the
source node for an inter-continental connection k;

• D be the set of destination ground stations, where
dk is the destination node for an inter-continental
connection k;

• K be the set of inter-continental connections to be
routed, where k is the inter-continental connection for
source sk and destination dk;

• aij be the cost of the link (i, j) at a LISL range, which
is the propagation delay of the link (i, j), and it is
calculated as in (1). As shown in Figure 1, aNY,1 refers
to the propagation delay of the optical uplink from
New York to satellite 1 and a1,2 refers to the propagation
delay of the LISL from satellite 1 to satellite 2;

• bij be the cost of the link (i, j) at a LISL range, which
is the satellite transmission power of the optical link
(i, j) (where this link can be an optical inter-satellite
link or an optical uplink/downlink), and is calculated
according to the satellite transmission power models in
Section III. As shown in Figure 2, bNY,1 refers to the
transmission power of the optical uplink ground station

at New York required to transmits data to satellite 1
and b1,2 refers to the transmission power of the LISL
satellite 1 required to transmit data to satellite 2;

• Tnode be the node latency for each satellite as shown in
Figure 1, which is a constant, and is equal to 10 ms;

• the node-degree for each satellite be 4; and
• Plim be the satellite optical link transmission power
limit, which is a constant, and is equal to
{0.5 W, 0.3 W, 0.1 W}. According to [39], for an
optical inter-satellite link, the transmission power is
0.85 W when the distance between two satellites is
5000 km. Additionally, for an optical uplink/downlink,
the transmission power is 0.30 W when the altitude of
the satellites is 600 km. Given that we employ Starlink
Phase 1 Version 3 constellation in this work, based on
the parameters of the constellation we find out that
the maximum feasible LISL range is 5016 km and the
altitude of the satellites is 550 km. Therefore, we select
these three satellite optical link transmission power
limits.

B. VARIABLES
For the variables of the formulation, let

• xkij be a binary variable such that xkij ∈ {0,1} is 1 if the
link (i, j) belongs to the path for an inter-continental
connection k, and 0 otherwise; and

• yki be a binary variable such that yki ∈ {0,1} is 1 if
the node i belongs to the path for an inter-continental
connection k, and 0 otherwise.

C. OBJECTIVE
The objective function can be expressed as

min
∑
(i,j)

∑
k

aijx
k
ij + Tnode

∑
i

∑
k

yki , (21)

where we minimize the total network latency for all source-
destination pairs, i.e., all inter-continental connections,
simultaneously. In addition, for each pair (i.e., the source
ground station and destination ground station for each inter-
continental connection), the solution for (21) provides the
network latency (i.e., the summation of the propagation delay
of each optical link on the path and the total node delay for
all the satellites on the path) from the source ground station
to the destination ground station of each inter-continental
connection.

D. CONSTRAINTS
We consider flow conservation constraints, node-degree
constraints, link-disjoint constraints, and satellite optical link
transmission power constraints for realistic modeling of
FSOSNs.
The following are the flow conservation constraints for the

source ground station nodes, the destination ground station
nodes, and the intermediate satellite nodes, respectively.
Source nodes sk should only send flow; destination nodes
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of the propagation delay of each link and the node delay of each satellite on the path for the inter-continental connection from New York to London.

FIGURE 2. An illustration of the transmission power of each link on the path for the inter-continental connection from New York to London.

dk should only receive flow; and intermediate satellite nodes
both receive and send flow simultaneously:

∑
j

xkhj −
∑
i

xkih =
⎧⎨
⎩

1, if h = sk,
−1, if h = dk,
0, otherwise.

(22)

The node-degree constraints for all the nodes within the
network are as follows. We assume that all satellites have
four laser communication terminals [3], [40], i.e., the total
number of incoming links and outgoing links for a satellite
node should not be greater than four:

∑
i

xkih +
∑
j

xkhj ≤ 4. (23)

The link-disjoint constraints for all the flows within the
network are as follows. We assume that a flow over an
optical link uses all of the capacity of that optical link, and

an optical link between two nodes can only be used by the
flow of one inter-continental connection. If a link is being
used by one source-destination route, other pairs must find
an alternative link to transmit their flows:∑

(i,j,k)

xkij ≤ 1. (24)

The following are the link transmission power constraints
for all the optical links in the FSOSN. These restrict the
satellite transmission power consumption Plim to one of {0.5
W, 0.3 W, 0.1 W}:

bkijx
k
ij ≤ Plim, for all i, j, k. (25)

We do not include constraints on link propagation delay
for all the optical links in the FSOSN. The limit is more
efficiently implemented by constraining the latency of all
links within the specified LISL ranges, and simply omitting
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optical links with a propagation distance longer than the
specified LISL range.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We consider five different source ground stations and
five different destination ground stations, and five inter-
continental connections (New York–London, Cairo–Tokyo,
Sao Paulo–Istanbul, Cape Town–Sydney, and Mexico
City–Shanghai). These five connections span all continents
and have different end-to-end distances, which makes
the results more realistic. Note that the terrestrial dis-
tance between source and destination ground stations,
i.e., the distance between these ground stations along the
surface of the Earth, for the New York–London, Cairo–
Tokyo, Sao Paulo–Istanbul, Cape Town–Sydney, and Mexico
City–Shanghai inter-continental connections is 5588 km,
9581 km, 10586 km, 11033 km, and 12922 km, respec-
tively. We use Starlink Phase 1 Version 3 constellation for
this investigation, which is simulated using the well-known
satellite constellation simulator Systems Tool Kit (STK)
version 12.1 [41]. We build the satellite constellation in the
STK simulator, add ground stations, and establish optical
links between each satellite and ground stations for a given
LISL range. We extract this data from STK in Python [42],
and use it as input to the mathematical model. We solve
the binary integer linear program in (21)–(25) using IBM’s
commercial solver CPLEX Version 20.1 [43].
LISL range is a critical factor in total network latency

in FSOSNs. It affects the connectivity of satellites, since
a satellite can only establish LISLs with other satellites
that are within this range. The maximum LISL range
for satellites in a constellation is constrained only by
visibility. For the Starlink Phase 1 Version 3 constella-
tion, the satellite altitude is 550 km, and the maximum
feasible LISL range can be calculated as 5016 km [2].
We consider several LISL ranges for satellites (1575 km,
1731 km, 2000 km, 2500 km, 3000 km, 3500 km, 4000 km,
4500 km, and 5016 km). The 1575 km LISL range is a
reasonable minimum feasible LISL range for a satellite in
this constellation as a satellite can establish six permanent
LISLs with other satellites at this range, including four with
neighbors in the same orbital plane and two with the nearest
left and right neighbors in adjacent orbital planes. Shorter
LISL ranges are not sufficient for a satellite to establish
the two permanent LISLs with neighbors in adjacent orbital
planes. At 1731 km LISL range, a satellite can establish
ten permanent LISLs with other satellites, including four
with neighbors in the same orbital plane and six with
nearest neighbors in adjacent orbital planes. Other ranges,
including 2000 km, 2500 km, 3000 km, 3500 km, 4000 km,
and 4500 km, are also considered to comprehensively study
the effect of LISL range on the total network latency.
We obtain the total network latency, which is the sum of
the network latencies of the paths for all inter-continental
connections, for each LISL range at each time slot. We also

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

obtain the results for 100 time slots and then take the average
value of these results over these 100 time slots.
To calculate the satellite optical link transmission power in

the FSOSN for the Starlink Phase 1 Version 3 constellation,
we use the parameters summarized in Table 1, which are
used in existing practical optical satellite communication
systems. We set the LM for an inter-satellite link as 3 dB
and the LM for uplink/downlink as 6 dB since there is more
turbulence and attenuation in an optical uplink/downlink. We
set the received power PR as −32.5 dBm for an inter-satellite
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TABLE 2. Network latency, path, and number of hops for 1575 km LISL range at the first time slot without transmission power constraints.

TABLE 3. Network latency, path, and number of hops at 5016 km LISL at the first time slot without transmission power constraints.

link and −29.5 dBm for an uplink/downlink according
to (20).

B. NETWORK LATENCY WITHOUT TRANSMISSION
POWER CONSTRAINTS
We first investigate network latency without any con-
straints on satellite transmission power using the formulation
in (22)–(25). Table 2 shows the network latency for all five
inter-continental connections and the path for each inter-
continental connection at a 1575 km LISL range at the first
time slot. At minimum feasible LISL range, the total network
latency for all five inter-continental connections is 594.9 ms
at the first time slot. Table 3 presents the network latency and
paths for all inter-continental connections for the 5016 km
LISL range at the first time slot. Compared to the results
in Table 2, the network latency for each inter-continental
connection as well as the total network latency is smaller,
and the number of hops/satellites on the path also decreases
at a LISL range of 5016 km. The total network latency for
all five inter-continental connections is 310.00 ms at this
LISL range.
Figure 3 illustrates the 5016 km LISL range path for

inter-continental connection from Mexico City to Shanghai
without power constraints. This path comprises three satel-
lites and four optical links. As depicted in the figure,
for this extensive inter-continental connection with LISL
range as 5016 km, we employ satellites 11670, 10816, and
10324 from the Starlink Phase 1 Version 3 constellation. It’s
important to note that at this maximum LISL range, satellites
cannot establish a line-of-sight optical link when the distance
between two satellites exceeds 5016 km. Conversely, when
selecting the shortest path, a satellite will opt to establish an

optical link with the farthest one within its maximum LISL
range.
Figures 4 to 8 show the average network latency for each

inter-continental connection, i.e., the average of the network
latency for each inter-continental connection over 100 time
slots, at all LISL ranges. Figure 9 shows the average total
network latency for all five inter-continental connections,
i.e., the average of the total network latency for all five
inter-continental connections over 100 time slots, at all LISL
ranges. There is a clear trend, as indicated by the blue
curve with square markers: with the increase in LISL range,
the average network latency and the average total network
latency decrease when there is no limit on the satellite
transmission power. The highest average network latency
and average total network latency occur at the minimum
feasible LISL range of 1575 km, while the lowest occurs at
the maximum feasible LISL range of 5016 km. This happens
because satellites can establish longer ISLs at the longer
LISL range, and hence fewer ISLs and satellites are required
for an inter-continental connection, so less node delays are
added to the network latency for a given inter-continental
connection.

C. NETWORK LATENCY WITH TRANSMISSION POWER
CONSTRAINTS
We further examine network latency with satellite transmis-
sion power constraints using the formulation in (22)–(25).
We initially assume a satellite transmission power limit
of 0.3 W. Table 4 shows the network latency for all five
inter-continental connections and the path for each inter-
continental connection at a 1575 km LISL range, at the first
time slot. When the LISL range has this minimum feasible
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FIGURE 3. An illustration of the path at 5016 km LISL range without transmission power constraints for the inter-continental connection from Mexico City to Shanghai at the
first time slot.

FIGURE 4. Average network latency for different LISL ranges with and without
power constraints for inter-continental connection from New York to London over the
first 100 time slots.

value, the total network latency for all five inter-continental
connections is 594.9 ms at the first time slot. Table 5 shows
the network latency for all inter-continental connections
and the path for each inter-continental connection for the
5016 km LISL range at the first time slot. When comparing
the results in Table 4 and Table 5, it becomes evident that
at the 5016 km LISL range, the network latency for each
intercontinental connection, as well as the total network
latency, is reduced, and there is also a decrease in the number
of hops/satellites on the path. The total network latency for
the five inter-continental connections is 361.36 ms.
Table 4 shows that with a 0.3 W satellite transmission

power constraint, the network latency for all inter-continental
connections is the same as that without satellite transmission
power constraints in Table 2 at the 1575 km LISL range.
This is because at this LISL range, satellites are not
able to establish optical links which consume transmission

FIGURE 5. Average network latency for different LISL ranges with and without
power constraints for inter-continental connection from Cairo to Tokyo over the first
100 time slots.

power higher than this limit. When comparing results in
Tables 5 and 3, we find that after adding the 0.3 W satellite
transmission power constraints, the network latency for all
inter-continental connections increases significantly at the
5016 km LISL range, and the total network latency for all
inter-continental connections increases by about 50 ms.
Figure 10 illustrates the path at the 5016 km LISL range

for the inter-continental connection from Mexico City to
Shanghai with a 0.3 W transmission power constraint.
Figures 3 and 10 show that there are fewer links and nodes
on the path in Figure 3, and therefore less network latency
when there is no constraint on transmission power. On the
other hand, the links on the path, shown in Figure 3, are
longer, so the satellites on this path use more transmission
power to establish these links.
From Figures 4 to 9, we see that after adding a 0.3 W

transmission power constraint, the average network latency
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FIGURE 6. Average network latency for different LISL ranges with and without
power constraints for inter-continental connection from Sao Paulo to Istanbul over the
first 100 time slots.

FIGURE 7. Average network latency for different LISL ranges with and without
power constraints for inter-continental connection from Cape Town to Sydney over the
first 100 time slots.

for each inter-continental connection and the average total
network latency for all inter-continental connections level
off at a LISL range of 3000 km, as indicated by the black
curve with circle markers. The latencies are the same after
this LISL range as longer optical links cannot exist with
this constraint on satellite optical link transmission power.
We also investigate the average network latency and average
total network latency with different transmission power
constraints, including 0.1 W and 0.5 W. From Figures 4
to 9, we find that with 0.1 W and 0.5 W transmission power
constraints, as indicated by the red curve with X markers
and green curve with diamond markers, respectively, the
average network latency and average total network latency
stop changing when the LISL range is greater than 1731 km
and 4500 km, respectively.
With different transmission power constraints, we find that

the tighter the constraint on satellite transmission power,
the smaller the LISL range when the average network

FIGURE 8. Average network latency for different LISL ranges with and without
power constraints for inter-continental connection from Mexico City to Shanghai over
the first 100 time slots.

FIGURE 9. Average total network latency for different LISL ranges with and without
power constraints for all five inter-continental connections over the first 100 time
slots.

latency or average total network latency stops decreasing.
For smaller values of satellite optical link transmission
power constraints, the limitation on the optical link distance
is tighter. Consequently, only shorter optical links can
be established, and thereby more optical links and nodes
are required to establish an inter-continental connection
regardless of the increase in LISL range.
To investigate the specific relationship and variations in

propagation delays and node delays concerning changes in
the LISL range, we have constructed Figure 11. This figure
illustrates the curves depicting the average total network
latency, average total node delay, and average total propa-
gation delay for different LISL ranges, all without power
constraints. These results pertain to the inter-continental
connection from Mexico City to Shanghai over the first 100
time slots. From the figure, we observe that as the LISL
range increases, several trends become evident. Firstly, the
average total propagation delay of the path exhibits a very
slight decrease. Secondly, the average total node delay of
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TABLE 4. Network latency, path, and number of hops for a 1575 km LISL range at the first time slot with 0.3 W transmission power constraint.

TABLE 5. Network latency, path, and number of hops for 5016 km LISL range at the first time slot with 0.3 W transmission power constraints.

FIGURE 10. An illustration of the path at the 5016 km LISL range with 0.3 W transmission power constraints for the inter-continental connection from Mexico City to Shanghai
at the first time slot.

the path has a noticeable reduction. Finally, the average total
network latency of the path shows a decline as well.

D. INSIGHTS
There are two insights derived from our analysis that
we think will be helpful in practice for optical satellite
communications:

• The network latency of the path for an inter-continental
connection between two ground stations decreases with
an increase in LISL range when there is no constraint
on satellite transmission power. When LISL range
increases, there are longer links on the path and the

propagation distance of an optical link increases, fewer
links and nodes are needed to establish the path, total
propagation delay of the path decreases, total node
delay of the path decreases, and network latency of
the path decreases. For example, at a 2000 km LISL
range, network latency for the New York - London
inter-continental connection is 61.29 ms at the first time
slot, while for a 3000 km LISL range it decreases to
51.26 ms.

• Under satellite transmission power constraints, the
average network latency doesn’t decrease with the
increase in LISL range beyond a certain LISL range and
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FIGURE 11. Average total network latency, node delay and propagation delay for
different LISL ranges without power constraints for inter-continental connection from
Mexico City to Shanghai over the first 100 time slots.

levels off at that LISL range. The transmission power
constraints limit the propagation distance of optical
links, and they cannot exceed this propagation distance
limitation regardless of the increase in LISL range. For
tighter transmission power constraints, the propagation
distance limitation is tighter, and thereby the increase in
LISL range stops affecting the average network latency
at smaller LISL range values. For instance, for the New
York-London inter-continental connection under 0.1 W
transmission power constraints, the average network
latency over 100 time slots remains around 62 ms for
LISL ranges longer than 1731 km, while for 0.5 W
transmission power constraints, it stays at approximately
44 ms for LISL ranges longer than 4500 km.

VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a binary integer linear programming formu-
lation to minimize total network latency under various
realistic constraints, including satellite transmission power
constraints, in the FSOSN resulting from the Starlink Phase 1
Version 3 constellation. This formulation provides more
accurate results while also being able to handle multiple
inter-continental connections simultaneously, compared to
earlier works evaluating the trade-off between network
latency and satellite transmission power. Solution times are
much longer than in our previous work: about 7 hours for
the maximum 5016 km LISL range for the Starlink Phase 1
Version 3 constellation. This formulation provides accurate
results but is unsuitable for real-time solution of real-world
problems which may have hundreds of simultaneous inter-
continental connections. However it will help us to evaluate
heuristics in our future work.
We plan to study various options for improving the solu-

tion speed, including providing an initial heuristic solution to
the solver, terminating the branch and bound process early,
etc.

Our formulation for minimizing network latency under
satellite transmission power constraints uses appropriate
system models for network latency and satellite transmission
power. We examine the network latency of an inter-
continental connection at a time slot, total network latency
of all inter-continental connections at a time slot, average
network latency of an inter-continental connection over
100 time slots, and average total network latency over
100 time slots in this FSOSN for five different inter-
continental connections under nine different LISL ranges
and three different values of the satellite transmission power
constraints.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 show that for total network

latency without satellite transmission power constraints, a
longer LISL range gives better values of total network
latency, and the minimum total network latency occurs
when the LISL range takes the maximum feasible value
of 5016 km for this constellation. With different values of
satellite transmission power constraints, the average total
network latency levels off at different LISL ranges, i.e., after
these LISL ranges, no changes occur in the average total
network latency with an increase in LISL range, and different
limits on transmission power affect the average total network
latency differently. With a limitation of 0.5 W, 0.3 W,
and 0.1 W on the satellite transmission power, the average
total network latency levels off at 339 ms, 361 ms, and
542 ms, respectively, at 4500 km, 3000 km, and 1731 km
LISL ranges, respectively.
In future, we will study the problem of minimizing satel-

lite transmission power under various realistic constraints,
including network latency. We will also investigate the
problem of finding an appropriate LISL range for balancing
total network latency and satellite transmission power in an
FSOSN by formulating this problem as a multi-objective
mathematical program. In future research, we will also study
the problem that when to switch between LEO satellite
network and terrestrial network based on latency and power
constraints, which are critical for LEO satellite network.
Furthermore, it’s essential to note that satellite transmission
power represents just one facet of the overall satellite
link budget. Satellites also have inherent limitations on
onboard power consumption, which consequently restrict
their processing and routing capabilities. In our future
research, we plan to delve into the impact of onboard
satellite power consumption on network latency.We assume
that the router possesses sufficient processing capabilities,
and we impose link-disjoint constraints, ensuring that all
flows do not exceed one connection in this work. In
other words, if a link is already in use by a particular
source-destination route, other source-destination pairs must
seek alternative links for transmitting their data. In future
research, we aim to explore the problems of minimizing
network latency in scenarios where an optical link can be
utilized by multiple flows from various inter-continental
connections.
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